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Abstract 
By using the methods of literature review, video observation and social statistics, this 
paper analyzes the skills and tactics of China and Japan in the 2021 Asian Women's 
Basketball Cup, finds out the problems in the skills and tactics of Chinese women's 
basketball team, and aims to provide reference for further improving the application of 
Chinese women's basketball skills and tactics. 
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1. Research Objects and Methods 

1.1. Research Object 
Take the skills and tactics of China women's basketball team and Japan women's basketball 
team in 2021 women's basketball world cup as the research object. 

1.2. Research Methods 
1.2.1. Literature Method 
Through CNKI and Global Academic Express, the books and documents about women's 
basketball competition in recent years were retrieved, which provided theoretical basis for 
writing this article. 
1.2.2. Video Observation Method 
Watch carefully the video of the match between China and Japan in the 2021 Asian Women's 
Basketball Cup, and count the data of each match. 
1.2.3. Data Analysis Method 
Make tabulation statistics on all the data of the competition, and then use Excel and SPSS 
volume software for data analysis. 

2. Results and Analysis 

2.1. Problems in the Offensive Tactics of Chinese Women's Basketball Team 
2.1.1. Tactical Intention in Position Attack is Too Obvious, and the Inner and Outer 

Lines are Out of Touch 
Chinese women's basketball center Li Yueru and Han Xu have obvious advantages, outstanding 
characteristics and strong points. Chinese women's basketball team makes good use of the 
center to attack the inside of Japanese women's basketball team in position attack, and achieves 
certain results, but the tactical intention is too obvious, and the combination of inside and 
outside is not good. 
(1) The route of passing the ball to the inside is single, and there is not enough support for the 
4th position. 
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The Chinese women's basketball team is dominated by Li Yueru, who received the ball 32 times 
in the inside, accounting for 45% of the total number of offensive positions. Among them, there 
are 19 passes from 45-degree angle, accounting for 59% of the total number of passes (see 
Table 1). It can be seen that the area for passing the ball to Li Yueru is relatively simple, which 
makes it easy to be caught by the Japanese team after catching the ball at the low position. In 
addition, as can be seen from Table 1, there are very few players in the 4th position who pass 
the ball in the free throw circle or arc top, resulting in little cooperation between the insiders. 
 

Table 1. Statistical table of passing areas and ways to Li Yueru 
Passing way 45 pass Top pass Break through the ball Two passes throw-in amount to 

frequency 19 seven 2 2 2 32 

 
(2) The internal and external combination is not good, and the attack is not smooth. 
The Japanese women's basketball team attacked the center, using the rotation defense to cut 
off the connection between the inside and outside. After Li Yueru catches the ball, most of them 
will be attacked by the Japanese team. At this time, it creates certain offensive opportunities for 
the outside players. At the beginning of the game, the outside players can use cutting, moving 
and cross cover to form scoring opportunities, and the effect is good. However, as the game 
progressed, the outside players didn't insist, resulting in an offensive situation in which the 
inside players attacked one time and four people watched. 
Through statistics, it is found that Li Yueru received 45-degree and arc-top passes 26 times, but 
only 4 times cooperated with the cut-in or movement of the outside players (see Table 2), and 
most of them relied on the individual ability of the center to attack after receiving the ball, and 
the combination of inside and outside lines was not good. 
 
Table 2. Statistics of outside cooperation and offensive results after Li Yueru catches the ball 

Catch area frequency 
Cooperate 

with 
outside line 

score 
make a 
penalty 
shot 

Make a crime fault Pass on Offensive foul 

45° 19 three eight 0 0 0 four 0 
Arc top seven one six 2 2 one three 0 

 
In addition, because the Chinese women's basketball team mainly attacks inside, while the 
Japanese women's basketball team mainly attacks under the basket, it is more conducive for 
the Japanese team to compete for defensive rebounds. 
(3) The role of Han Xu has not been fully played. 
Han Xu didn't play well in this game, its strength didn't give full play, and it didn't carry out 
targeted tactical design. 
2.1.2. Lack of Continuity In Attack 
The Chinese team attacked 87 times in this game, including 71 positions, 10 transitions, 4 fast 
breaks and 2 attacks under special circumstances. 
Japan attacked 84 times in this game, including 52 positions, 19 links, 7 fast breaks and 6 special 
cases. 
The statistical standard of segment attack refers to the shooting within 8 seconds with the 
cooperation of two or three people after there is no chance of fast break. 
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Table 3. Statistical table of the application times of offensive tactics of Chinese and Japanese 
women's basketball teams 

 Position attack Segment attack fast break exceptional case total 

China 71 times 10 times 4 times 2 87 times 

Japan 52 times 19 times 7 times six 84 times 

 
The Chinese women's basketball team is dominated by positional attack, and the number of 
attacks and fast breaks in the connecting section is obviously less than that in the Japanese 
women's basketball team. The team's attack lacks continuity, so the defense team can have 
enough time to defend the whole team. 
 
Table 4. Statistical table of scores of offensive tactics used by Chinese and Japanese women's 

basketball teams 

 Position attack score Segment attack score Fast break score Total score 

Chinese team 57 10 six 73 

Japanese team 53 17 eight seventy-eight 

 
The Chinese women's basketball team leads the Japanese team by 4 points in the offensive 
position, but in the fast break and fast break in the connecting section, the Chinese women's 
basketball team lags behind by 7 points and 2 points, totaling 9 points. 
China's center Li Yueru and Han Xu have strong running ability, and their attack ability is 
stronger when moving. Chinese women's basketball team has the ability to complete the attack 
in the connecting section, but they didn't make full use of the tactics in the connecting section 
to attack before the Japanese team formed the overall defense. 

2.2. Problems in the Application of Defensive Tactics 
2.2.1. Lack of Pertinence in Defense 
Compared with the Japanese women's basketball team's targeted defense, which focuses on 
defending Chinese inside and outside the Chinese women's basketball team, the Chinese 
women's basketball team's targeted defense is not clear enough, which is mainly manifested in 
the defense of Japanese women's basketball guard No.32, the coordination of defense pick and 
roll, and the defense at critical moments. 
Especially in the opening stage of the fourth quarter, the players on the court didn't know 
enough about the Japanese team and didn't defend against the characteristics of the Japanese 
women's basketball team, which led to two defensive outside mistakes, resulting in a three-
point shot, a foul and three free throws. 
2.2.2. Failed to Solve the Defense of Pick-and-Roll Coordination 
The Japanese team's attack is dominated by pick-and-roll cooperation, among which the 45-
degree angle and arc top cover cooperation are more (see Table 6). The defensive pick-and-roll 
coordination of Chinese women's basketball team is the main defensive task, with 84 times in 
total. The defensive form is mainly to squeeze through and cooperate. The Chinese women's 
basketball team didn't achieve good results in the match of defensive pick-and-roll in the whole 
game. At the last moment, the center and defender of the Japanese women's basketball team 
scored a winning goal. 
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Table 5. Statistical table of defensive pick-and-roll coordination methods of Chinese women's 
basketball team 

Defensive pick-and-roll form low post 45° Arc top base angle back-court amount to 

Squeeze through one 28 nine 0 2 40 

through 0 eight nine one 0 18 

bypass 0 one three 0 2 six 

relieve a garrison one nine nine 0 0 19 

attack from both sides 0 one 0 0 0 one 

 
In 84 cover attacks of Japanese women's basketball team, 15 direct breakthrough opportunities 
and 13 shooting opportunities were formed with the help of pick-and-roll cooperation, with a 
success rate of 30%. 
Japanese women's basketball team used the combination of pick and roll to form a direct 
breakthrough opportunity for 15 times, including 9 direct scores and 1 offense. 
 

Table 6. Statistical table of the breakthrough effect of Chinese women's basketball team's 
defensive pick-and-roll with Japanese women's basketball team. 

part Do you 
score? 

Chinese team's defensive 
strategy 

Foul 
situation 

Japanese team's attacking 
approach 

four √ through  ② 
five × Squeeze through  ① 
11 × relieve a garrison  ② 
15 √ Squeeze through  ① 
24 √ relieve a garrison 2+1 ② 
34 × through  ③ 

forty-two × Squeeze through  ④ 
45 √ Squeeze through  ③ 
46 √ Squeeze through  ② 

forty-nine √ Squeeze through  ① 
fifty-two × relieve a garrison Foul ② 

63 × Squeeze through  ③ 

71 √ Squeeze through  ② 
seventy-

two 
√ Squeeze through  ② 

81 √ Squeeze through 2+1 ① 
Japan's breakthrough success rate: 9/15=60% 

Note: (1) After the pick-and-roll of Japanese team, the defender passed it to Shunxia inside line, and the 
inside line broke through. ② After the pick-and-roll of Japanese team, the defender holds the ball and 
breaks through. ③ Small cover is big, big players break through. 

 
Japanese women's basketball team used pick-and-roll coordination to form 13 shooting 
opportunities, among which, 5 shots were made, 1 offense was made, and 8 unguarded shooting 
opportunities were formed. If the shooting percentage of Japanese women's basketball team is 
higher, the score gap of Chinese women's basketball team will be even greater. 
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Table 7. Statistical table of the effect of Chinese women's basketball team's defensive pick-
and-roll cooperation with Japanese women's basketball team to form shooting opportunities. 

part Do you 
score? 

Chinese team's 
defensive strategy 

break 
the rules 
situation 

Japanese team's 
attacking approach 

Trial 
throw 
score 

Opportunity 
situation 

2 × Squeeze through  ① three empty 
six × Squeeze through  ② 2 empty 

seven √ 
Change after 

squeezing  ② 2 
Play small, play 

big, prevent 
eight √ bypass  ② three empty 

13 × through Foul ② 2 To prevent 
16 √ through  ② 2 empty 
41 × Squeeze through  ② three empty 
50 √ Squeeze through  ① three empty 
51 × Squeeze through  ② three To prevent 

64 √ attack from both 
sides 

 ① three empty 

67 × relieve a garrison  ② 2 To prevent 
sixty-
eight × Squeeze through  ② three To prevent 

sixty-
eight × relieve a garrison  ② three empty 

Japan's 2-point shooting percentage is 2/5=40%, 3-point shooting percentage is 3/8=37.5%, and the 
total shooting percentage is 5/13≈38.5% 

Note: (1) It's from the defender to the outward-retreating cover after the 
pick-and-roll of the Japanese team, and the shot scores. 
② After the pick-and-roll of Japanese team, the defender holds the ball and 
shoots. 

 

3. Suggestions 

3.1. Team Formation, Around the Core Players, with the Whole Team 
When the national team is formed, the team members should be allocated reasonably to form a 
joint force around the core players according to the team's tactical style, opponents' situation 
and competition situation. 

3.2. Further Strengthen the Shaping and Cultivation of Individual 
Characteristics of Players in Various Positions 

It is necessary to comprehensively improve the comprehensive ability of defenders and select 
forward players with characteristics, especially those with strong three-point shooting ability. 
The use of center players should be reasonable, and the strengths and weaknesses should be 
avoided. 

3.3. Strengthen the Opponent's Characteristic Analysis and Targeted Training 
According to the next competition and preparation plan of Chinese women's basketball team, 
it is necessary to analyze the main opponents, set up a team and train them in a targeted way, 
especially to improve the athletes' ability to flexibly use offensive and defensive techniques and 
tactics according to the opponent's situation in the competition. 
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3.4. Improve Offensive and Defensive Capabilities at Critical Moments 
Improve the team's ability to use technology and tactics at critical moments, avoid too many 
mistakes, improve the success rate, and improve the players' offensive and defensive ability at 
critical moments. 

3.5. Improve the Construction Quality and Efficiency of Compound Teams 
Establish a compound team, including coaches team, athletes team, medical support team, 
logistics support team and expert supervision team. Starting from the details, comprehensively 
improve the training quality and competition level of the national team. 
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